
otherwise an individual in emergency won’t be able to act rationally, energetical-
ly, in a persistent way. 

The features of emergency situations are: unexpected character of danger, una-
wareness of the possible consequences of a natural disaster or accident and of the 
rules of behavior in this situation, the lack of experience and skills in dealing with 
he emergency, weak moral and psychological preparation. All these factors create 
danger for human life and health, affect the functioning of his psyche. The factors 
that boost mental stress, in some cases, may have a positive effect on the person, or 
a negative impact, causing panic and stress. 

An essential role in any kind of activity and behavior is played by adequate 
state, which is the most important part of the whole mental regulation. Many as-
pects of mental states are not yet profoundly studied, so the theory of mental states 
is far from being complete. The Human, who often has to be in an emergency, is 
able to develop the skills of most appropriate mobilization of his functions, as well 
as adequate responses to it. So it is possible to obtain different technics of fear elim-
ination. As a result the sense of satisfaction with your performance and successful 
experiences  increase self-credibility and contribute to a  better adaptation to ex-
treme situations that may arise as a result of emergency. 
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THE EXPERIENCE OF THE IMPLEMENTATION 
OF ADDITIONAL EDUCATION WITHIN A SOLUTION 

OF ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY ISSUES 

The modern society pays a special attention to the problem of environmental 
protection. One of the most important reasons of the growth of environmental prob-
lems is the lack of population competence. The environmental safety is an integral 
component of  ecological ideology of the human. The concept of environmental 
safety is an interdisciplinary subject and integrates environmental knowledge and 
skills of specialists in different fields. 

The program "The professional competences in the field of environmental secu-
rity”, which is intended to improve qualification in environmental education for col-
lege teachers, was implemented within the international project “Tempus 543707-
TEMPUS-1-2013-1-DE-TEMPUS-JPHES "Ecological Education for Belarus, Rus-
sia and Ukraine".  

The automation of the studying process is one of the structural and informative 
features of the courses, along with the increasing role of self-assisted work of stu-
dents and individualization of studying. That’s why modern distance education 
course system is a good way to organize and support the studying process. This 
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course has been placed on the Moodle platform, which is now widely and effective-
ly used for distance learning education. 

The main goal of the course is to teach a specialist by modern ideas about the 
environmental situation in the present, new approaches to the process of the for-
mation of environmental awareness and responsibility in the relationship with the 
environment. 

The aim of the course is to provide a systematization of conceptions of spe-
cialists that belong to different professions about the importance of combining all 
the knowledge acquired during the study of biological and ecological disciplines 
in a certain sequence. The course includes two sections: "Environmental Safety in 
the concept of sustainable development" and "Radiation Safety", which has lec-
ture material with theoretical knowledge. The students have to pass a practical 
task after studying the theoretical part. After completion of the course the final 
control of knowledge in the form of a test has to be passed. As an additional ma-
terial there is a glossary with basic terms that are used in the training course and a 
list of references. 

The formation of environmental competencies in the field of environmental 
safety within innovative approaches in education increases the efficiency of the ed-
ucational process. 
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THE 6-HOUR WORKING DAY IN SWEDEN: 
WHAT ABOUT ISEI BSU? 

Some companies in Sweden are moving to a six-hour working day in a bid to 
increase productivity and make people happier. Employers across the country have 
already made the change. The aim was to get more done in a shorter amount of time 
and ensure people had the energy to enjoy their private lives. Filimundus, an app 
developer based in the capital Stockholm, introduced the six-hour day last year. To 
stay focused on a specific work task for eight hours is a huge challenge. In order to 
cope, they mix in things and pauses to make the work day more endurable. At the 
same time, it’s hard to manage the private life outside of work. Staff members are 
not allowed on social media, meetings are kept to a minimum, and that other dis-
tractions during the day are eliminated - but the aim is that staff will be more moti-
vated to work more intensely while in the office. The new working day would 
ensure people have enough energy to pursue their private lives when they leave 
work – something which can be difficult with eight-hour days. 

A Swedish retirement home may seem an unlikely setting for an experiment 
about the future of work, but a small group of elderly-care nurses in Sweden have 
made radical changes to their daily lives in an effort to improve quality and effi-
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